
TRANQUIL PLANTS CORPORATE

A luxurious and inspiring selection of bonsais and modern 
plants that bring tranquillity and purity to the air.

www.tranquilplants.co.uk

Bespoke Environmental Gifts



OUR GIFTS SELECTION

OUR PHILOSOPHY
Drawing on ancient Japanese tradition and virtues of nature, we bring 

you the art of 'Kokedama', plant sculptures without pots.

Their root system is wrapped in live moss or cocofibre bringing 
plant sculptures to a new level of aesthetics. A collection of inspiring 

plants, which bring tranquility to your environment & purify the air.

DELUXE CORPORATE GIFTS
Our Deluxe coorporate gifts include a luxurious hand made plate 

to enhance the elegance and natural characteristics of Tranquil Plants.
 A selection of Walnut, London Plane and Birch woods will complement 

your plant and create a natural and unique sculpture for your 
office or home space.

Tranquil Plants offer an inspiring product that purify your air and deliver a 
positive and environmentally friendly message.

Fresh Air Tropical Palm 

Bonsai Mini Garden

Our Tropical Palms come in two different versions: a lovely Coco-Fibre
 covering that completes the tropical look, or a moss wrapping that
 enriches the green healthy air purification capabilities of the plant.

A Chinese Elm Bonsai known as Beginners Bonsai. The most traditional
and elegant bonsai comes with a lovely spray bottle and it’s all wrapped

 in a luxurious bag in a selection of tasteful colours.



Fresh Air Tropical Palm

- Beginners Chinese Elm Bonsai
- Deluxe Bag 

- Deluxe Bag 

- Spray Bottle

Bonsai Mini Garden

Deluxe Wooden Tray

RRP

RRP

RRP

£28

£39

£25

Accessories

- Coco-Fibre/ Green-Moss Palm 
- Deluxe Bag
- Spray Bottle

- Walnut Tray
- London Plane Tray
- Plywood Tray

Select from our website a wide range of accessories to add to your corporate 
gifts. The Deluxe version includes a handmade wooden plate and a selection 

of luxury bags to match your company’s colours. 


